Introduction of the Special Issue
This special issue of Protective Structures Journal (PSJ) presents a wide range of approaches used in the protective structure engineering design. This collection was created after the 5th International Conference of Protective Structures (ICPS), which was organized by the International Association of Protective Structures (IAPS) and held at Poznan University of Technology in August 2018. It contains seven different papers covering blast and bullet loadings as well as the effects of such scenarios, i.e. progressive collapse or development of auxetic shield systems.
The papers presented deal with a wide range of extraordinary hazard scenarios. Although such events are relatively rare, they could be catastrophic both for structures and people safety. For example, the comparison of analytical and numerical solutions for overpressures and impulses acting on the external masonry box shows that they can significantly damage not only the structure but also the people inside. Moreover, the lightweight shield under projectile impact is also a good example of a protective structure in which local material changes occur with significantly highspeed strain rates. This structure is directly responsible for human survival.
It is also interesting that risk assessment is an important part of each research paper. In fact, the probabilistic assessment of airblast variability under blast is analyzed for confined building spaces. Considering the safety of buildings, the progressive collapse study opens a new methodology for the designer of safety structures. Furthermore, a concrete mixture of projectile resistant shows the potential in material designing for a dedicated loading. In comparison to other sophisticated numerical and analytical research, the study of auxetic protective systems opens a new way to viable solutions for increasing the safety of protective structures.
We hope that scientists, designers and engineers will find these descriptions of theory, physical phenomena and contemporary trends credible and useful in their work.
